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teN The President and CamPus Governance: A Research Profile to
Pr%

"It is maybe due to the person at the head, but also to history"

Lill Introduction

The above comment was made by a faculty member being interviewed as pert

of the AARE Camp:s Governance Project. The interview phase of the project consists

of over interv;.aws with faculty, students, administrators and department chair-

men on 19 college and university campuses across the nation. Based on nominations

of those who vere knowledgable and influential on campus, the interview was de-

signed to explore how the knowledge and influence processes worked in different

individuals and in different campus environments.

It is hardly surprising that the president is usually (with a few striking

exceptions) seen as being at or near the center of power, knowledge and influence.

But presidents are hardly alike in personality and background, and they certainly

function in differing environments. Thus, we cannot just be concerned with the

background of the president, nor with the history or "press" of the institution,

but, as our quotation above suggests, with the interaction of person and organi-

zation. Four aspects of presidential style have become visible through an inten-

sive perusal of the interview data, and these will provide the framework for this

essay. They are:

1. How the president consults, and with whom, and how he delegates.

2. The channels of information and decision-making through which he operates.

3. The people on whom he becomes dependent, and why.

4. The matters which he makes public, and those which he keeps confidential.

We will look first at some sketches of how these plocesses operate in various campus

in the study, then go to more generalized discussion across institutional lines.
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Benevolent Autocracy -- "The President is like a father to us in a good .way"

The quotation Which begins this section comes from a faculty meriber at

an institution in which a great deal of energy is beginning to be released: "The

present governance of (institution) is a benevolent dictatorship for mndernization."

Although the hierarchical structure remains, people are beginning to contribute more,

at their own level in the hierarchy. !ost people seem to accept the hierarchy: "Our

president has been the driving fbrce...Be is authorita4an and has to bet. If he

turned this place into a democracy, it would fall apart." On this campus, most inter-

views reffeal a need for some hierarchy, some control system -- as Robert Frost put

it, "Freedom is working easy in harness." Although the framework appears autocratic,

there is much evidence of collaboration and delegation, structured by the president.

The faculty senate, an advisory body, was forced into existence by the president,

who felt the need for a responsible faculty body with whom he could consult. But

the president's style of consultation is such that through it, the whole system

becomes energized: "He has tremendous capability, and with extremely little overt

action controls the thought and direction of the group. They come away thinking

they did it themselves, and they did, but (president) set the framework." In this

setting, delegation and consultation are carefully controlled by the president;

boundari are clearly drawn, communication is "through channels," and most people

feel that they are in a productive setting. (Another faculty and/or student body

might be highly disturbed by the fact that this president "sets the framework,"

but a subjective judgment would show that on this campus, with these people, the

president is maximising the energy level within the institution.)

Insulated. Autocracy

For contrast, we can look at another institution =with a president and struc-

ture which could be called autocractic - hierarchical in which the same dynamism does

not exist. The president has power, but he does not use it to get others involved.
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A crucial distin^tion is that in this institution, cansultation is ad hoc and confi-

dential: "The president 7..formally consults mf.th (faculty member) about just about

everything, although people rarely know this. Also with (administrator); if a de-

cision is made and (administrator) doesn't like it then the decision won't get made."

In the first institution the president used his consultation style to get neople in-

-volved even though he sets the limits; in this case, by keeping his consultations

secret the president makes sure that no one else can get involved. The president

of this institution also seems to encourage "going around end," which means a lack

of support for the hierarchy: "To get things done you must go to the president.

since he dean has to go to the president, it' chnrt..,. to go to the president

directly." But the price paid in this system is lack of reliable information as to

what is going on -- as one department chairman nut it, "Only time know a -person's

been hired if; when he shows up." As one might expect, many interviews report the

eTistence of a highly organized rumor mill on this campus, as the formal communica-

tion system is not doing its job, being thwarted by the president's style of consul-

tation.

A minor variation of this approach to presidents style is the "autocratic-

by-default" upproach of one president who seems to be the only person in his insti-

tution who wants to make decisions -- "The president is warm and open but retreats

to his own sanctuary for decision making...rarely invites you to help him or to parti

cipate in the decision making process...He becomes surrounded by passive deans who

welcome the relegation of decision making to the president'.' Here again, the presiden

does not seem to know how to use the techniques of consultation and delegation to

increase the energy level in the system. One respondent put it succinctly "He

insists upon keeping his power but doesn't know how to use it."
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Autocratic -- "Great Expeetations"

In another institution, experiencing enormously rapid zixowth, and a sharp

revision of their aspirations, the president seems to be working to lower the energy

level, perhaps fearing a "critieal mass" or flash point at which things might blow

up. Yet although the institution has changed drastically in size, he has refused

to alter the administrative structure through delegation and skillful use of con-

sultation. The paradox was put nicely: "The major responsibility of the staff

is to build a great university. We are trying to be a good university en route."

Thus the president sees immediate problems in the context of what they will do for

or against his dreams of future greatness, while those who will not be present when

greatness arrives have a more direct and immediate view of the problem. By refusing

to delegate, partizularly to the faculty, the president has acquired what might be

termed the omnicompetence syndrome -- "The president is in an impossible situation.

He spreads himself far too thin by attempting to be personally knewledgabl2 about

everything." Because committees tend to be more concerned with immediate prdblems

and solutions, the president goes around them -- "Problems have been handled through

sieves of informal communication via those who had the president's ear. Various

committees are making decisions while informal communications to and from the presi-

dent contain information which is not used in the decision-making within the com-

mittees." Perhaps the greatest conflict at this institution is in the time dim-

ension th: president's dream of future greatness conflicts with 4_he immediate

needs of those who cannot share in the benefits of that dream.

Delegation -- Active

Unlike these four institutions, there are some in our sample in which

presidents are trying to maximize the energy in the institution through delegation

of power and authority. At least one president really believes in delegating power
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to create a decentralized leadership structure: "1 have delegated out of my office

responsibilities for the daily workings of the office...Very little routine here...

All decisions, or almost all, are made before they reach me. I try to take time,

to resolve conflict, try to get conversaticns goinP-...Decentralization of decision

making and routine has resulted in conflict at lower levels,. If it persists,

resolve it eventually. We feel free to move around; tend not to be bound by channels

and communication Pathways." As in our first institution, this president has worked

hard to create a faculty senate, but this president wants it to be a decision making

body, with students sitting on this and all other camp us committees. Many individuals

do not seem ready for the speed with which the president has made them responsible --

a student said, "The administration is very much interested in having students make

academic decisions. In the past two years we have had some people interested in

student government, but they can't get anything done. The things that go on in

Student Senate are forensic and slot relevant.v Some faculty indicate that students

are perhaps more effective in moving the faculty than they are other students --

"In the Faculty Senate there is some responsiveness. We have a great deal of free-

dom and are just beginning to exercise it. Change has come about only with pressure

from st-Aents almost by-whim.

Unlike the gradualist approach of our first institution, there seems to be

a lag in this institution between the time the president dumped responsibility on

faculty and students and the time when they were able to learn the new roles that

had to be played. Some are still fearful of the amount of power given to the fac-

ulty "The Faculty Senate is becoming more powerful, the president less powerful.

I see this as a dangerous thing. As we become more decentralized in terms of the

president's influence, we are in danger of becoming more centralized under the Fac-

ulty Senate." Should this respondent be right, it is unclear whether the president

would be able to restore the balance if the faculty becomes autocratic. At the mo-

ment, he seems to be working effectively through inventing new structures when needed,



consulting in an open and productive way, and delegating genuine power in the form

of accountability.

Delegation -- Passive

Another institution provides a fascinating Parallel, as the president has

done almost precisely the same thing, but without the energy release which is slowly

occurring at the above campus. Here the individuals who compose the system are find-tn

more ambiguity than they can tolerate -- "The structure needs more specific job des-

criptions, more designation of responsibilities. No one follows through; the system

has been established but it doesn't result in action. Problems are recognized but

sometimes everyone's responsibility becomes no one's responsibility." There is cer-

tainly a loss of efficiency implicit in this comment -- "There is a wonderful depen-

dence of the president upon his subordinates, but these persons are inexperienced."

As in the above case, some people are upset with the president just because he did

make them accountable for their own decisions. On this campus, it may be that

president will have to structure things a bit before the energy increase can be

seen.

Delegation by Default

The final institutional sketch exists at the extreme of presidential per-

missiveness. A succession of weak presidents has created a power vacuumn on campus.

In this case, the president does not delegate power, as there is little to delegate.

In this situation, which has some attributes of anarchy and some of democracy, there

is little trust. A five cent hypothesis would be that no structure, no matter how

participative it looked, could work to free the energy within the system without a

fair degree of interpersonal trust. Here are some comments -- "'When administration

doesn't make decisions some minor functionary steps into the paver gap" -- "Power

belongs to those who assert it" -- "Much too much comes to the president too early;
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no backstopping at all. The President's image gets tarnished too fast." This pre-

sident clearly inherited a situation which was virtually impossible -- there was no

tradition of presidential authority, rower, or responsibility for the institution.

Therefore, to be asked to consult with the president was often seen as a waste of

time rather than as an honor -- "He is an 'open door' president, but few come in."

The present incumbent, however, eeems to be trying to reinstate the power of the

office of president by establishing close ties Idth state level authorities rather

than the on-campus factions. Under the circumstances, it may turn out to be an

effective strategy, as trust was so low among on-campus groups that any useful col-

laboration, initiated by the president, was most unlikely.

Review

From this look at the interview data on an institutional basis, certain

things can be said. 2irst, although "le=dership" is extremely hard to define oper-

ationally, the democratic-autocratic conception seems to be much too simplistic. A

tall, hierarchical structure can still be operated in a very open way, and a fiat,

participative structure can be full of mistrust and personal antagonisms. Structures

are probably less important in explaining differences in the ability of presidents

to energize the system than are the people who comprise the system. One might inject

the concept of "institutional readiness" here -- like the skilled teacher of reading,

a president must be able to gauge the readiness of the participants to become person-

ally accountable, to develop along certain lines. In his ability to estimate what

others are willing to take on, a good president and a good teacher have much in common.

We have seen at least one institution in which the president, acting out of a

tradition of authoritarianism, is able to use that package of expectations effectively

to diffuse an awareness of responsibility out over wide levels of the institution. At

times, it seems almost as if a critical mass were reached, and new sources and types



of creative energy are released. But then we must ask the next question -- what will

this president leave for his successor? it is much too early to say with certainty,

but it may be that when a centralized uower source like the presidency is delegated

away, the next phase in the institution will be the evolution of a new centralized

Power source elsewhere within the institution. There are already in the country

several faculty senates which take the position that they alone represent the insti-

tution (or that they are the institution. This attitude of amnicompetence is pre-

cisely that of administrators of several decades ago. Some faculty and student groups,

fearful of the power of centralized administrative authority, are in real danger of

setting up autocracies of their own which may be no more benevolent than those of ad-

ministrators. The voluntary giving up of newly acouired centralized power does not

seem to be consistent with human history.

Let us now look at some specific dimensions of presidential activity, not

through institutional sketches but through the overall problems with which presidents

must deal, keeping in mind the goal of maximizine the energy withip the institution

to accomplish the purposes of the institution.

Consultation and "Channels"

If a president wants change, and most seem to, one vital decision involves

the choice between tearing down the existing power and decision-making structure by

setting up an ad hoc consultation system and acting on their recommendations, or

whether he wishes to upgrade and strengthen the present structure by reinforcing,

pressuring, cajoling, and threatening it. Unless he is prepared to stay through

the disagreeable consequences of the former course (and some presidents have short

but brilliant careers), the second option is often quite effective, on the grounds

that a good president is good to the degree that he can maximize the potential eneri

within the institution as a whole. Often, the president can use informal consultation

to plug gaps in the formal structure and make it work more effectively, as in the case



of a president who found a n.z:w area in which no formal structure existed: "(Ftesident)

was very open and supportive from the outset. He suggested that we set up a Mason

committee which might meet informally with him. (Presi6lent), dur:ng our conversations,

would take down notes, and we could see that he uas taking action on our requests."

In this case, a new formal structure was evolved by the faculty with the president's

support.

Unauthorised Consultation

Another interesting dimension of the channels areas is the fact that almost

all of our sample institutions have some sort of regular meeting of the chief admin-

istrative officers as a staff or team. These groups make a great many important

decisions. yet the membership and procedures of these meetings is seldom if ever

codified. In addition to decision making, these administrative staff meetings serve

a very vital communication function, allowing administrators to become informed about

activities in each other's areas of responsibility. In this way, "boundary mainten-

ance is established, whereby the administrative staff can manivalate information

distribution outside the select circle, while distributing information freely within

the circle. There are similar faculty groups, meeting without any authorization,

for the purpose of passing on information within the circle. (Departmental chair-

men often spend much time at this.) Thus, they can prevent information transfer

to administrative groups just as the administrative staff can act as an information

valve for faculty. These groups are often based on personal friendships, not posi-

tions, and often exclude others who have valid reasons to get the information. Every

oligarchy in whatever place in the campus, contains this boundary maintenance system

of information transfer.

The one difference seems to be that the administrative groups make large

numbers of very important decisions in their staff councils, while the faculty groups

may talk policy or strategy but seldom have the ability to act unilaterally. In state



institutions, this informal administrative group represents the only contact of

institution with the state department of education: "The essential decisions are

political, not educational. A sub-group of the Cabinet meets constantly and makes

most of the real decisions. ...This group a»d its members handle almost all formal

contacts with (state education denartment). Academics are excluded; their inter-

ests sr= too narrow and parochial. (:Academic) just doesn't understand. budgetary

considerations. ...(Administrators) control hidden discretionary monies, usually

equal to half the department budget. These monies can be and are spent in areas

other than where they were originally budgeted." In an otherwise check and balance

governance procedure, this group has no legal or visible existence, reports to no

one in particular, and thus has an immunity from the rest of the system. Tn that

their decisions' may not float up to the level of institutional consciousness for

many. months, the administrative council may develop a rather optimistic view as to

their power. (One administrator reported, "We've been getting away with

this for so long it's become a habit.") Administrators engaged in avoiding channels

reminds one of comments about the police engaging in violence -- if those who are

entrusted to do the right thing do not, who will protect the rest of us?

Consultation from Wealmess -- The Business Manager

One of the primary reasons for consultation, of course, is that of getting

information from an expert in an area in which the leader is not expert himself.

Although the presidential recruitment base may have shifted somewhat since Russell

wrote the following remark, the assessment probably remains valid:

College presidents have been selected chiefly from two lines of activity,

the ministry and college teaching. In neither of these two callings is

responsibility for the management of large sums of money a prominent

feature. In fact, it is safe to assume that a majority of inexperienced

college presidents have never, prior to assuming the office, had the

responsibility of managing a sum of money much larger than their (usually

small) annual salary or, at most, larger than the limited annual budget

of, a local church.3.



In fact, at the time of Russell's writing, half of the institutions lot

investigated had a dual system of governance, with the president and business

manager as equals, both reporting independently to the board. 'What could be great-,-

evidence of the President's weakness in finance than for the board to insist on

appointing "one of their own," a financial officer with equal power to that of the

president's? (The problems of this approach are, of course, horrendous, and the

dual system seems to have largely disappeared.) But, the president must speak with

authority about matters fiscal, even though the business manager now works for him.

Thus the dependency of President on business manager is greater today than in the

early pattein in which the business manager was c-ssidered the authority on money,

and the president could work on academic matters.

Our interview data tends to support the notioa that one of the president's

major dependencies is on the business manager:

President thinks he is a good fiscal man and describes himself as such,

but is not, Dean and Th..&iness Manager draw up budget.

President is afraid to approach 1-asiness manager on some issues.

President says he knows little about business and finance but has not

sought advice and has ignored it when given.

President has not specified the limits of business manager's authority,

his job responsibilities.

We have to hire -people to check on the business office.

The person who receives the most authority but has the least understanding

is the business manager. The president is the only one who can help, but

he feels he must support the business manager.

The business manager is vital to the president because of all the proce-

dures that must be follower for the state.

President leans on (buslaiess manager) heavily because he is shrewder and

more sophisticated in finance than the president himself.

Nine of our campuses report this sort of dependency of the president on the business

manager. (Although we have no data on this, a hypothesis might be that business man-

managers stay in their job longer than presidents, and therefore have a crucial advan-



tage in lolowing the institution and its procedures better than the president.

Altholizh presidents Drobably worry about academic irresponsibility, it is almos4°

impossible to define or detect unless the student's riot, whereas financial irres-

ponsibility is easy to detect, particularly by board members with business skills.

Thus the dependency is imperative for the president's fUture.

Many faculty seem to feel that financial officers are actually making

academic decisions:

"State policy doesn't permit" is a frequently heard answer from the

Business Office; largely it's (Business Vianag,erss) interpretation

of state policy.

Academics are excluded; their interests are too narrow and parochial.

You ask (business manager) for something and he say5 I can do nothing

for you-

Every time I try to implement (a program) I'm told there is no money

in the budget.

Hell of a time with the business manager -- arbitrary...going into areas

and making arbitrary decisions.

Business office has been a bottleneck. We have money budgeted, but it's

almost impossible to get the orders processed.

If there's anything hidden on this campus, it's in the service area (Stu-

dent Personnel and. Business).

Business manager, in some ways, controls the academic program.

I know the president means it when he says there's no money, but even

when there isn't any money pushing can produce some.

Machiavelli would argue that consultation from strength can be a highly vis-

ible process, as one is allowed to demonstrate one's strength, while consultation from

weakness should be done in as private a way as possIble, so that one's weaknesses will

not be made public. Our data tends to support this notion, as there is no recorl of a

systmof consultation between president and business manager which is visible to other

The process is non-codified, and seems to take place behind closed doors. One can

only speculate on the business manager's awareness of this presidential dependency,
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but the degree to which some business managers do make academic policy by the

declaration of lack of funds suggests that they often are aware that the Presi-

dent's dependency gives them a wider sphere of operation than just tae bookke

ftnction. Thus, these consultations seem to be of a highly private nature, for the

most part. One might think that a president would be just as dependent -3n the dean

of students, but actually it would be easier in most cases for an institution to

recover from a drug raid or a demonstration than it violad be to recover from severe

mismanagement of fands.

Phoney Consultation

Another intriguing dimension oz the consultation problem involves the con-

sultation which has no purpose -- at least, the president holds it for reasons other

than getting good advice. Often, the : 'consultation" is for the purpose of ration-

alizing or getting support for a decision which has already been made. There are

also many example of pro forma meetings with department chairmen or other faculty

leaders when it is clear all around that no ideas are expected. When an idea does

come up, the response may be: "(This college) is a beautiful place and nothing is

wrong with it. Thank you for your interest." Thus one learns that although the

situation seems to ask for consultation, none is desired: "We get 'democracy' until

it is running out our ears, but I'm not sure it's really the way things are run h ,B.

In some cases, going through the motions of consultation may be worse in terms of

faculty morale than having none at e.11.

Of course, a phoney consultation can result when the faculty do not feel

that they can give the president the best information possible: "President met

with the ... faculty, asked for their complaints, reactions, etc. The faculty

could not be candid because it was juSt before salary and promotions were to be

fixed." Consultation is also used on occasion to bottle up ideas: "The tactic



used against rotentially controversial enthusiasm is very effective. As soon

something gets off the ground it is required to be crustallized into an approved

structure . By the time this is done it will have lost its steam." Some Presi-

dents Seem to use this device in their consultation, nowing that the structure

will be like a lead sinker tied to the idea, yet it all apI;ears to be done in the

name of democratic process. Faculty, of course, have also been known to refer

a dangerous idea to a committee in order to "get a broader view of the opinions

of their colleagues:" knowing they will never see the idea again. It is thus

possible to bury Caesar and praise him simultaneously.

An interesting subcategory of the phoney consultation is what might be

,

termed the 'chicken' consultation, the chief Purpose of which is to get other peopll

involved in a risky decision in order that blame may later be spread over a wider

distance. References to this type of consultation are -understandably vague, and it

is difficult to know how widespread the practice

Double-Barrel Consultation

There is often a fear that the consultation may have different goals than

the stated one. This often involves getting the consultant to work cut a program

and lead it rather than just giving his views, getting the consultant to agree

the decision the leader has already made, getting the consultant to "share t ire rar

if the leader's decision fails, using the consultant to disseminate information to

groups the leader cannot reach, using the consultant to try to sway others to the

decision which has already been made, etc. The problem Machiavelli discussed so well

regarding the necessity of absolute truthfulness from consultants, is still with us.171".

Even with the best of motives, some presidents find that the offer of consulting is

viewed with some suspicion. There seems to be no clear answer to this problem, but

one procedur2 usually followed. by presidents who use oonsultation successfully is to

state as precisely as possible what the consultation is for, and whether or not the

IP
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consultant's views will be kept confidential. Nothing is more devastating than

to have the consultant assume that he is speaking confidentially, then to find

his remarks quoted by the president the next day, with source mentioned.)

Appearances and Realities

One of the major conflicts in presidential role involves the "Presentation

of self" on campus as the leader when increasingly, the decision-making process is

moving out of his hands and into state boards of trustees, private boards in private

institutions, faculty senates, etc. Nbst presidents seem to want to maintain total

accountability for the institution even though they no longer make all the major

decisions. (Parenthetically, there are some institutions in our sample in -filich

the president still plays the role of "absolute but not arbitrary king." However,

the trend seems to be away from this pattern.) In state institutions, the presi-

dent may be asked. to make a decision on a point, consult several di different state

agencies, then announce his "decision." This necessity of c-msulting w5 th external

agencies who are not always known to the on-campus personnel except as vague nemes

or titles is bound to make the on-campus groups less interested in participation in

governance. Thus it may be best for campus morale for the president to appear as

the decision-maker, even though the rule book actually decided the issue.

Conclusion -- Is Trust Obsolete?

In this paper, some of the coping styles of presidents have been presented,

within and across institutions. Our thesis has been that to understand presiden-

tial roles, we must look at the interaction of the president as person with the

package of expectations and history which forms the "press" of the institution.

If the role of the president is to maximize the energy available to accomplish

the institution's goals (avoiding the nasty question of whether or not institutions

* Carnegie Institutions in Transition pro ject, directed by the author.



like colleges can have goals), then there is no ideal presidential style which

will make any man a success in any presidency. But it is clear that successful

Presidents have found the levers of the organization, and can push them in such

a way tha'... others become involved.

From reading through the interview data. it seems clear to this writer

that there is exceedingly little trust in operation in college and university

governance. No system, no matter how neatly arranged, can operate without trust --

without it, the basic building blocks of governance -- representationality, dele-

gation and consultation, and all the aspects of the social contract between the

individual and the institution: become null and-void. Even if a skill-fill presi-

dent is able to increase the trust level within his campus, how does he work to

promote trust in the state educational authorities which may be hundreds of miles

away? How can he convey to the students and the trustees and the faculty that

they are all involved in the same institution, seen from different persvecttves?

Only a consummate teacher could accomplish this task. The alternative seems to be

to accept factionalism, to assume that without trust we will have to develop the

enormously complex codification of procedures characteristic of work rules provi-

sions, with the exact number of minutes per coffee break spelled out, and of fac-

ulty handbooks which are written as a buttressing of faculty prerogative against

any and all "interference." But one can never cover all contingencies. The time

seems to be right for a radical redefinition of governance, based perhaps less on

decision-making, systems analysis, and task orientations, and more on the quality

of participation which is provided. Such a redefinition is long overdue.
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wa, 3, Flo. 1 (June, 1958), D. 17.

3. John Dale Russell, The Finance of Hieher Education, Chicago: University of

Chicago Tress, l95 (rev. ed.) p. 14.

4 "But a prince who consults with more than one advisor, unless he be a wise

man, will never know how to coordinate the advice given him. For each of

his advisors will see the matter from his own pi-Ant of view, and a stupid

prince will be unable to make allowances and distinctions. Advisors are of

necessity of such a nature because unless men are compelled to be good they

will invariably turn out to be bad." (Crofts edition; pp. 70-71.)


